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[1] Simulation studies of the Martian environment are
usually restricted to stationary situations under various steady
conditions of the solar wind and solar radiation. Dynamic
transients and their implications have so far attracted little
attention although global simulation models can provide
valuable insights to understand disagreements between simu-
lations and in situ observations. We make use of a three
dimensional multispecies hybrid simulation model to investi-
gate the response of the Martian plasma environment to a
sudden rotation of the IMF. The simulation model couples
charged and neutral species via three ionisation mechanisms:
the absorption of solar extreme ultraviolet radiation, the impact
of solar wind electrons, and the charge exchange between ions
and neutral atoms. When a rotational discontinuity conveyed
by the solar wind reaches the Martian environment the bow
shock adapts quickly to the new solar wind conditions in con-
trast to the induced magnetosphere, especially the magnetic
lobes in the wake. Timescales necessary to recover a station-
ary state can be estimated from such simulations and have
some implications for space observations especially in the
use of magnetic field proxies and for organizing particle mea-
surements made by a spacecraft like Mars Express without an
onboard magnetometer. Citation: Modolo, R., G. M. Chanteur,
and E. Dubinin (2012), Dynamic Martian magnetosphere: Transient
twist induced by a rotation of the IMF, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39,
L01106, doi:10.1029/2011GL049895.
1. Introduction
[2] The Martian ionized environment has been explored
since a few decades by several space missions: Mariner 6,
Phobos-2, Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Express to mention
only a few. Observations have stressed a very complex and
extremely dynamic environment. Long and short term var-
iations of the solar wind (bulk speed, density, orientation and
magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) ..) can
alter the plasma environment of the planet [Edberg et al.,
2009]. For instance, the impact of a dense and high pres-
sure solar wind (Corotating Interaction Regions, CIRs) can
strongly affect the Martian plasma environment, leading to
large perturbations of its induced magetosphere and its ion-
osphere [Dubinin et al., 2009; Edberg et al., 2010]. How-
ever, it is usually difficult to distinguish between spatial and
temporal variations from observations made by a single
spacecraft. In this context, global simulations allow to set
back in situ observations into a global frame. Physical para-
meters specifying the IMF, the solar wind plasma, and the
radiation spectrum in the UV and EUV ranges are kept con-
stant during the course of most simulations which usually
converge toward a stationary state after some computational
transient due to the lack of consistency between the initial
state of the simulation and the selected parameters. A given
simulation can be restarted without computational transient
from an achieved stationary state for which exhaustive data
have been saved. Physical parameters could subsequently be
changed in order to model some naturally evolving situation.
The goal of this study is to describe the response of the
Martian plasma environment to a rotation of the IMF and
identify characteristic timescales of this response. Similar
attempts have been done in studies of Titan environment to
support and help the comprehension of Cassini observations
during a Saturn’s magnetopause crossing by Titan [Bertucci
et al., 2008; Ma et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2009]. The simu-
lation model and parameters used for this study are detailed
in section 2. Times scales required to recover a stationary
state for the Bow Shock, the Induced Magnetospheric
Boundary (IMB)/Magnetic Pile-up Boundary (MPB), the
magnetic lobes and the planetary plasma are discussed in
sections 3.1–3.4.
2. Simulation Model
[3] Several numerical models have been developed, within
different frameworks such as MHD, multifluid or hybrid, in
order to characterize the solar wind interaction with the
Martian upper atmosphere [e.g., Brain et al., 2010]. The
model used in this study adopts the so-called hybrid formal-
ism where a fully kinetic description is applied to ions
meanwhile electrons are treated as a massless fluid which
ensures the charge neutrality of the plasma and contributes to
the total current and pressure. Plasma - neutral interactions
are described in a self-consistent way from a local calculation
of production rates of the different ionisation mechanism of
the upper atmosphere (photoionisation, electronic impact and
charge exchange). This model has been used to describe the
Martian environment at maximum and minimum solar
activity [Modolo et al., 2005, 2006].
[4] To study the effect of a rotation of the IMF, a simu-
lation is performed with a realistic set of solar wind plasma
parameters. The density of solar wind ions is fixed to
1.25 cm3, their temperature to 10 eV, the bulk solar wind
speed to 550 km/s and the IMF to 2.5 nT aligned with the
Parker spiral leading to an angle of 57° between the IMF and
the solar wind flow direction. Parameters chosen for the solar
EUV flux and the Martian neutral corona are relevant to
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conditions of maximum solar activity. The density profile of
atomic hydrogen is given by the simplified Chamberlain’s
expression. The density and the temperature at the exobase
are the key parameters which govern the density profile and
we have adopted the values given by Krasnopolsky [1993].
Oxygen profile density is derived from Monte Carlo simu-
lation computed by Kim et al. [1998], for the supra-thermal
oxygen population, and from the atmospheric model for cold
oxygen atoms [Krasnopolsky and Gladstone, 1996]. Photo-
ionization frequencies are equal to 3.1 107 s1 for oxygen
and 4.2  108 s1 for hydrogen. The simulation is per-
formed in a cartesian simulation box in the Mars-centered
Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate system: the X-axis points
fromMars toward the Sun, the Y-axis is anti-parallel toMars’
orbital velocity vector and the Z-axis completes the right
handed system. The size of the box ranges from 6 RM to
3 RM for XMSO, and from 11 RM to 11 RM for YMSO and
ZMSO with a spatial resolution of about 300 km.
[5] As a first step, the simulation is performed with the
IMF in the (XZ)MSO plane (hereafter named old IMF) until a
quasi-stationary solution is reached after about 900 s. A
clockwise rotation of the IMF at 90° around the XMSO axis
is operated on the entry face of the simulation box (at XMSO =
3 RM) as shown in Figure 1a. The imposed rotation of the
IMF defined by q(t) = p/4 + 12arctan((10 t)/4) lasts 20 s and
is consistent with observed timescales for such IMF changes.
After completion of this rotation, the IMF (hereafter named
new IMF) is in the (XY)MSO plane. This time dependent
boundary condition imposed on the entry face of the simu-
lation domain creates a rotational discontinuity with a finite
width affecting the different boundaries and plasma regions
of the induced magnetosphere as it is convected by the solar
wind through the simulation domain.
3. Simulation Results
[6] The Martian environment adapts to the new IMF
configuration with several timescales according to the differ-
ent boundaries and regions (Bow Shock, Induced Magnetic
Boundary, magnetic lobes) and these timescales are different
for the field and the particles. These different timescales are
detailed in this section.
3.1. Response of the Bow Shock
[7] With an IMF in the (XZ)MSO plane before the rotation
(with Bz > 0), a parallel Bow Shock (BS) region (region of
the BS where the shock normal is parallel to the IMF
direction) can be identified in the -Z half plane. Figure 1
represents an isovalue surface of the total magnetic field at
5 nT highlighting the BS surface at t = 0 s corresponding to
the old IMF and at t = 83 s corresponding to the new IMF
configuration, once the transient twist has crossed the whole
simulation box. The quasi-parallel BS can be easily identi-
fied by a hole on the isovalue surface due to the absence of
magnetic field jump between upstream and downstream
region through the quasi-parallel BS. Part of the southern
magnetic lobe of the induced magnetosphere is seen from
this hole corresponding to the parallel BS. Following the
IMF rotation, indicated by the black arrows in Figure 1, this
parallel BS region is progressively shifted to the +Y half
plane. The magnetic flux tubes embedded into the solar wind
plasma are transported with the solar wind speed and the BS
being located in this plasma is almost instantaneously
adapted to the new configuration of the IMF. Hence at a
given time the part of the BS located downstream of the
rotational layer, with respect to solar wind flow, corresponds
to the old IMF and the upstream part to the new IMF
meanwhile the part covered by the rotational layer corre-
sponds to the transition between the old and new IMF. A
given point in the MSO frame, located slightly upstream of
Figure 1. Visualisation of the BS location with an isovalue
surface of the magnetic field. (a) The BS location at t = 0 s
with the “old” IMF and (b) the BS location in the “new”
IMF configuration (at t = 83 s). The parallel BS region is
identified by a lower magnitude of the magnetic field leading
to the teared off part of the paraboloid like surface of the BS.
The orientation of the IMF in the undisturbed solar wind is
shown with black arrows. Projections of the BS in XY and
XZ planes are displayed in blue thick lines while the projec-
tion of the planet is in dashed blue line.
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the BS could be successively upstream of the perpendicular
shock, then of the parallel shock and eventually upstream
of the perpendicular shock.
3.2. Response of the MPB
[8] The MPB is produced and identified by the pile-up of
the magnetic field upstream of the obstacle and separates,
roughly, the solar wind from the planetary plasmas. This
boundary is asymmetric, according to kinetic simulations
[e.g., Bößwetter, 2004; Modolo et al., 2006; Kallio et al.,
2010], and the magnetic field pile-up is stronger in the
hemisphere where the motional electric field is pointing
outward from this boundary (
→
Econv = 
→
V  →B) while in
the opposite hemisphere, no evidence of magnetic field
increase is seen. In the terminator plane the MPB is sym-
metric with respect to the magnetic equator (Bx  0 in the
draping region). The recovery time of the MPB can be
obtained by tracking the angle between the IMF vector in the
solar wind region and the symmetry axis of the MPB, which
coincides approximately with the magnetic equator, in the
terminator plane. Figure 2a indicates the rotation of the IMF
in the undisturbed solar wind region at different X values
while Figure 2b shows the angle between the IMF in the
solar wind and the symmetry axis of the MPB in the termi-
nator plane. A 90° angle indicates that the magnetic equator
is perpendicular to the IMF, as expected in a stationary state,
while a 0° angle means that the magnetic equator is parallel
to the IMF. This boundary needs a few tens of seconds
(about 60s) to adapt to the new configuration of the magnetic
field lines as it can be seen in Figure 2b. This result is very
likely from the combination of two factors. On one hand,
some time is required to the new magnetic flux tubes to form
the new MPB and on the other hand the older piled-up
magnetic flux tubes, corresponding to the previous IMF
configuration, are evacuated with a convection time larger
than the one in the solar wind region due to the presence of
the dense and cold ionospheric plasma. Due to a poor rep-
resentation of the Martian ionosphere in our model, magnetic
field lines might require larger time to penetrate in the
deepest part of the ionosphere. The present model is not
suited to investigate this particular region and needs to be
completed with a ionospheric model taking into account the
main chemical reactions and the electrical conductivities.
3.3. Response of the Magnetic Lobes
[9] In response to the draped field lines around the
obstacle, a bipolar magnetic tail is formed in the Martian
plasma wake. These lobes are located above and below the
magnetic equator, i.e. for the old IMF the XZ plane passing
through the center of the planet, and the XY plane for the
new IMF. The adaptation time of the lobes to the new IMF
configuration can be deduced from Figure 2c. A zero angle
indicates that the magnetic lobe orientation is in agreement
with the expected orientation for a given IMF. A large angle
underlines that magnetic lobes are mostly orientated accord-
ing to the old IMF. Figure 2c shows that, following the IMF
rotation, magnetic lobes configuration are consistent with the
new IMF orientation after about one hundred seconds. It also
provides a recovering time of the magnetic lobes at different
distances in the wake and reveal that lobes farther in the wake
start rotating before the new IMF orientation reaches the
given position in the undisturbed solar wind region and have
a smaller twist with respect to the IMF than lobes closer to the
planet.
3.4. Response of the Planetary Plasma
[10] Many hybrid simulations have emphasized two main
escape channels for heavy planetary ions such as O+, a first
one in the Martian wake with relatively large densities in the
plasma sheet and a second one with a plume-like shape in
the direction of the motional electric field [e.g., Brain et al.,
2010]. Such features have also been observed with Mars-
Express (MeX) measurements [Barabash et al., 2007]. A
response of escape fluxes to the IMF changes can be deter-
mined from Figure 3. Density maps of O+ ions in the
(YZ)MSO plane at X = 4RM are presented for several times
corresponding to different stages of the IMF orientation
(t = 0, 62, 83, 125 s). A t = 0 s, the IMF is aligned with the
Figure 2. (a) The angle between the IMF in the undisturbed solar wind region and the Z axis for different X locations in the
Martian wake and at the entry face of the simulation (dashed line). The rotation takes place at different time for the consid-
ered X values, emphasizing the propagation of the rotation. (b) The angle between the IMF in the undisturbed region and the
magnetic equator defined in the terminator plane (X = 0 RM). (c) The shift angle of the magnetic lobes defined as the angle
between the vector defined by the barycenters of the lobes, from southern to northern lobe, and the IMF at the same abscissa.
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+Z direction and the Econv field points in the +Y direction.
The largest density is seen in the plasma sheet and an
asymmetric plume-like feature is clearly seen in the Econv
direction. At t = 62 s, the IMF has already reached its final
orientation while the density map of O+ shows a similar
pattern to the map at t = 0 s . Particles are not yet affected by
the new IMF orientation. At t = 125 s, the density map of O+
is consistent with the new IMF orientation. Therefore, ion
plume needs between 1–2 min to adapt to the new IMF
direction.
4. Conclusion
[11] The BS adjusts almost instantaneously to the new IMF
orientation while the MPB and the magnetic lobes require up
to 1–2 min, indicating nevertheless a quick adjustment to the
new solar wind conditions. This information emphasizes the
special care that one have to stress during multispacecraft
observation conjunctions such MGS/MeX, MeX/Rosetta or
possibly with MeX/MAVEN. Since ion-escape flux are
organised by the motional electric field, the computation of
the ion escape flux is sensitive to the electric field direction
proxy used. Simulations suggest that the ion plume adapts
to the new Econv field configuration in about 2 min. A solar
wind monitor at Martian orbit or simultaneous measure-
ments in the solar wind region and the Martian environment
would be helpful to investigate the dynamics of the induced
magnetosphere and its response to different drivers.
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